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March 2023 · 192 pages

Judith Hermann was born in Berlin in
1970. Her debut story collection Som-
merhaus, später (1998) was a national and
international Bestseller. It was then fol-
lowed in 2003 by the story collection
Nichts als Gespenster, and several of the
stories contained in the latter were
adapted for film in 2007. In 2009, she
published Alice, five short stories that
received international acclaim. Her first
novel, Aller Liebe Anfang, came out in
2014. It was followed in 2016 by the
short story collection Lettipark, which
was awarded the Danish Blixen Prize
for Short Stories. Hermann has received
numerous awards for her work, includ-
ing the Kleist Prize and the Friedrich
Hölderlin Prize. Her novel Daheim was
nominated for the Leipziger Book Fair
Prize and received the Bremen Litera-
ture Prize in 2022.
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FICTION

Judith Hermann

We'd Have Told Each Other
Everything

• Judith Hermann is one of Germany's most prestigious and
sucessfull contemporary authors

• Her work is translated into more than 35 languages
• She has sold over 1.5 million books
• Her novel Daheim sold over 100,000 copies and reached the

top of the Spiegel bestseller list.
• Reviewed by New Books in German (Spring 2023)
• English sample translation available here

Awards: The Prize of LiteraTour Nord 2022, The Bremen Prize for
Emerging Writers 2022, The Rheingau Literature Prize 2021, The Blixen Prize 2018 for Lettipark, The Erich
Fried Prize 2014, The Friedrich Hölderlin Prize 2009, The Kleist Prize 2001, The Hugo Ball Young Writer's
Award 1999, The Bremen Prize Young Writer's Award 1999

Rights sold to: FR (Albin Michel), DK (Batzer), N (Pelikanen)

"Judith Hermann's books are unswerving explorations of
human situations" — Neue Zürcher Zeitung

"She has this sound that only seems as if it were approximate
and hovering, but in reality it is the result of exact prose: not a
word too much." — Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung

“A master storyteller.” — The Independent, London

A childhood spent in unconventional circumstances, the divided
Berlin, family ties and affinities, long, happy summers at the seaside.
Judith Hermann discusses her writing and her life and what holds her
writing and life together and connects them. Truth, invention, and
secrets - where does a story begin, and where does it end? How
dependable is our memory, how closely do our dreams resemble real-
ity?

In her novels and stories, Judith Hermann captures an entire attitude
towards life: with a clear, poetic voice, she talks about the sensitive
core of life, friendship, departure, and freedom.

S. FISCHER 3

https://bilder-fischer.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/sampletranslations/9783103975109_english_translation.pdf


March 2023 · 208 pages

Judith Hermann was born in Berlin in
1970. Her debut story collection Som-
merhaus, später (1998) was extremely
well received. It was then followed in
2003 by the story collection Nichts als
Gespenster, and several of the stories
contained in the latter were adapted for
film in 2007. In 2009, she pub-
lished Alice, five short stories that
received international acclaim. Her first
novel, Aller Liebe Anfang, came out in
2014. It was followed in 2016 by the
short story collection Lettipark, which
was awarded the Danish Blixen Prize
for Short Stories. Hermann has received
numerous awards for her work, includ-
ing the Kleist Prize and the Friedrich
Hölderlin Prize. Her novel Daheim was
published in spring 2021. It was nomi-
nated for the Leipziger Book Fair Prize
and received the Bremen Literature
Prize in 2022. The author lives and
writes in Berlin.

FICTION

Judith Hermann

Summerhouse, Later

2023 marks the 25th anniversary of "Summerhouse, Later"

This book has shaped generations of readers and introduced
Judith Hermann as star of the literary world.

Rights sold to: Turkey, Ukraine, Latvia, Korea, Japan, Serbia, China, Nether-
lands, Vietnam, Russia, Croatia, UAE, Iran, Macedonia, India, Denmark, Slovenia,
Slovakia, Sweden

In September 1998, the S. Fischer Collection published a book that
changed the literary landscape: "Summerhouse, Later". Stories such as
"Red Coral" and "Hunter Thompson Music" have left their mark on an
entire generation of readers and accompanied them for years.

Marcel Reich-Ranicki recognized Judith Hermann as a new outstand-
ing author and predicted great success for her; Hellmuth Karasek
spoke of the "sound of a new generation". A literary "Fräuleinwunder"
was born. In the last 25 years the book has emancipated itself from
such attributions and from the patronising benevolence of the male
dominated publishing industry; it has become an icon.

“One of the great revelations of contemporary German literature . . .
Hermann knows exactly how to choose the right details, and makes
her music with them. On finishing this book, the reader is held by it
still and regards the world in a different light.” — Le Monde, France

“These are clearly tales of impressive quality and formidable original-
ity. The feeling throughout is of considerable narrative energy con-
trolled by a cool, calming intelligence.” —Sunday Times, London

Further Titles

S. FISCHER 4



June 2023 · 464 pages

Liao Yiwu, born in Sichuan province in
1958, grew up in great poverty. In 1989,
he wrote the poem "Massacre", for
which he was imprisoned for four years
and severely mistreated. In 2007, Liao
Yiwu was awarded the Freedom to
Write Prize from the Independent Chi-
nese PEN Centre, the awarding of
which was prevented at the last minute.
He has published the books The Corpse
Walker. Real Life Stories, China From the
Bottom Up (2009), For a Song and a Hun-
dred Songs: A Poet's Journey Through a
Chinese Prison (2011), The Bullet and the
Opium (2012), The Dongdong Dancer and
the Sichuan Cook (2013), God is Red
(2014), Three Worthless Visas and a Dead
Passport (2018), Mr Wang, the Man Who
Stood in Front of the Tanks (2019), and the
novel The Rebirth of the Ants (2016). He
lives in Berlin.

FICTION

Liao Yiwu

Love in the Times of Mao
Zedong

• On the heels of Wuhan comes the novel that Liao Yiwu
began writing in Chinese prison

• "Liao Yiwu is by far the most versatile chronicler of con-
temporary China." — Der Tagesspiegel

• Sample translation on request

Rights sold to: Previous titles: USA (Anchor, New Harvest, One Signal Publish-
ers), Italy (Ingrandimenti), Mexico (Editorial Sexto Piso), France (Globe, Editions
L'Harmattan, Bleu de Chine, Bourin, Books Editions, Buchet Chastel), Sweden
(Narin förlag, Lindskog Förlag), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland (Czarne),
Brazil (Mundo Cristão), Denmark (Forlaget Korridor), Taiwan (Asian Culture)

"Incredibly strong and emotional" — Radio Bremen

Liao Yiwu triumphed with his documentary novel Wuhan. Fol-
lowing that success, he now writes impressively about the Chi-
nese Cultural Revolution

Secretly, while imprisoned in Sichuan, Liao Yiwu began writing a
great book. It was smuggled out of prison, page by page, and first
came together during Liao's exile in Berlin. The result was a novel
which outlines China's contradictions through a single life and four
love stories. The turning point for the hero and entire generations is
the Cultural Revolution. In its mercilessness this period figures
among the darkest of the dismal 20th century. Children betrayed their
parents. Couples denounced one another.

As in his celebrated documentary novel Wuhan, Liao Yiwu portrays
his hero's back story with unrestrained empathy, grotesque humour,
and distraught derision. A song to the great decline and "engaged lit-
erature in the best sense of the word" (taz).

Further Titles

S. FISCHER 5



March 2023 · 224 pages

April 2023 · 416 pages

FICTION

Arnold Stadler

Anywhere. But by the Sea

In Arnold Stadler's novel Anywhere. But by the Sea, a writer travels to a cul-
tural event in the Westerwald region, to take part in a discussion. But the
event turns into a fiasco. When asked about his contribution to energy
transition, and for his opinion on Greta Thunberg and the refugees
drowning in the Mediterranean, he struggles to formulate an answer.
"That's pure old white man talk!" someone in the audience shouts out. In
need of a break, the "Expert in Ignorance", for whom the present is a for-
eign country, heads for his lifelong dream location: a house with a view of
the Greek island of Ithaca. The trip turns into a tragi-comic journey
through memories, stories and thoughts, a search for our place in the
world, the place where we - despite everything! - can be happy: Anywhere.
But by the Sea.

Marion Brasch

From Now On: Quiet

The anniversary edition of Marion Brasch's "From Now On: Quiet"
in an exquisite linen edition.

"You can hate the vanished country and miss it at the same time when you
read the book," writes Alexander Osang about Marion Brasch's novel,
which was published over ten years ago and caused a sensation. It is the
"grand narrative of a vanished world" called the GDR, which has led to
numerous discussions, films and theatre productions about the Brasch
family. Marion Brasch's father was the GDR's deputy minister of culture,
and the brothers, including Thomas Brasch, became famous as writers,
playwrights and actors. With surprising ease, the "little sister" recounts the
dramatic events in her family - success, revolt, loss of the three brothers - and follows their path through
adventure and turmoil to freedom

S. FISCHER 6



February 2023 · 208 pages

February 2023 · 128 pages

FICTION

Ungehaltene Frauen

Say Nothing Until I've Finished
Speaking! New Angry Speeches
by Angry Women

We're talking now! Angry women from all walks of life have their
say

Women have their say - young, old, from all over, and with the most var-
ied stories. But they all have one thing in common: they are indignant.
And they no longer want to remain silent in a world which much too
rarely lets women speak. The speeches collected in this volume are angry,
shocking, serene, literary, political, professional, or improvised – and
they report on all of the urgent matters in our society, be it in the work-
place, in everyday life, in institutions, or in our way of thinking. For the
time has come to put an end to smiling and swallowing hard, and to speak out instead.

"Say Nothing Until I've Finished Speaking! is a book that makes you feel less alone. This book gives not only
anger, but also courage. Courage to speak outrageously, even when internalized structures try to hold back
one's words." — Handelsblatt

Michael Lentz

Reprisal

Michael Lentz's new poems are literally about everything - an A to Z
from childhood to death. At the centre, not coincidentally, is a poem
about a child who found a dead blackbird. And both, the child as well as
the poem, want to make the bird sing again. Again and again, Lentz's
new poems indulge in the creative, vital power of language, drawing on
all registers and ranging from prayers to anagrams. The result is a mix-
ture of the Baroque and Romanticism, combined with cool Modernism,
which encompasses all of our existence.

S. FISCHER 7



October 2021 · 368 pages

Julia Franck, born in Berlin in 1970,
studied Pre-Columbian studies, philos-
ophy and German literature. She has
published numerous books since 1997,
including Liebediener (1999) and Bauch-
landung (2000). She was a resident at
the Villa Massimo in Rome in 2005. Her
novel Die Mittagsfrau won the German
Book Prize in 2007 and has been trans-
lated into forty languages. Her
book Rücken an Rücken (2011, Back to
Back) was nominated for the Indepen-
dent Foreign Fiction Prize. Lagerfeuer
was adapted for the cinema.

FICTION

Julia Franck

Worlds Apart

• Reviewed by New Books in German (Autumn 2021)
• English sample translation available here
• More than one million copies sold of Die Mittagsfrau
• “A powerful and moving book.” — Daily Telegraph on Back

to Back

Awards
• Schiller Memorial Prize 2022
Awards for Die Mittagsfrau (The Blindness of the Heart):
• Winner of the German Book Prize
• Nominated for the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize
• Nominated for the International IMPAC DUBLIN Literary Award
• Nominated for the Best International Book Award for Fiction

Rights sold to: HR (Fraktura) | NL (Wereldbibliotheek) | Spanish World (Tusquets)
Rights to previous titles sold to: (Die Mittagsfrau): USA (Grove) | UK (Harvill Secker) | ALB (Skanderbeg) | ARM (Antares)
| BG (Atlantis) | BY (Chursik) | CZ (Jota) | DK (Lindhardt) | E (Sotelo Blanco) (Galician) | E (Grup Ed. 62) (Catalan) |
E (Tusquets) | EST (Eesti Raamat) | F (Flammarion) | FIN (Avain) | GE (Ibis) | GR (Katstaniotis) | HR (Fraktura) | HU
(Geopen) | I (Lettere) | IL (Matar) | JP (Kawade) | KOR (Hakgojae) | LT (Alma Littera) | MAZ (Ili-Ili) | NL (Wereldbib-
liotheek) | NOR (Cappelen Damm) | PL (WAB) | PRC (Business) (compl. chinese) | PRC (People's Literature) (simple
chinese) | PT (Nova Fronteira) | RO (Humanitas) | SE (Bonniers) | SLO (Modrijan) | SRB (Samizdat B 92) | TR (Alef)
| UAE (NCT) | VN (Viet Nam Women's)

Born in East Berlin, Julia is eight when her mother takes her and her
sisters to the West, first to the Marienfelde refugee camp and then to
rural Schleswig-Holstein. Life in their chaotic farmhouse becomes
impossible for her and she moves out to West Berlin, aged thirteen.
Living on benefits and cleaning jobs, she finds her father and loses
him shortly afterwards, finishes school and meets Stephan, the first
love of her life.

"The art of Julia Franck in "Worlds Apart" is the first-person narra-
tor's tone, which is completely free of self-pity and bitterness." —
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

"This book (in which the characters have the same names as in real
life) has made truth its duty and beauty its highlight [...]." — Die Zeit

S. FISCHER 8

https://www.new-books-in-german.com/recommendations/worlds-apart/
https://bilder-fischer.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/sampletranslations/9783100024381_english_translation.pdf


 NON FICTION 



May 2023 · 128 pages

Eva von Redecker, born in 1982, is a
philosopher and freelance writer. From
2009 to 2019, she was a research associ-
ate at the Humboldt University in
Berlin and a visiting scholar at Cam-
bridge as well as the New School for
Social Research in New York. In 2020/
2021, she held a Marie Skłodowska
Curie scholarship at the University of
Verona, where she investigated the his-
tory of ownership. Eva von Redecker's
work focuses on critical theory, femi-
nism, and a critique of capitalism. She
contributes to several newspapers,
including Die ZEIT, and regularly gives
interviews on radio and TV. S. Fischer
most recently published her book Revo-
lution für das Leben. Philosophie der neuen
Protestformen(2020) as well as her fore-
word to the anniversary edition of
Dialektik der Aufklärung. She grew up on
an eco-farm, and now lives in rural
Brandenburg.

NON-FICTION

Eva von Redecker

Freedom to Remain

• A radical new concept of freedom from a passionate voice
of contemporary philosophy

• “One of this country’s most exciting young philosophers.”
— Philosophie Magazin

Rights sold to: Revolution for Life: F (Payot-Rivages) | CZ (Karolinum Press) |
GR (Editions Gutenberg) | KOR (Minumsa) | ARG (Ubu Ediciones)

A radical new concept of freedom from a passionate voice of
contemporary philosophy

Rarely has freedom been discussed as intensively as during the pan-
demic: freedom to travel, to move around without restriction, to meet
up with people wherever one would like. But just how future-proof is
such a spatially defined concept of freedom when we are facing times
in which habitable places are disappearing and the climate crisis or
wars are rendering entire regions uninhabitable? For this reason,
philosopher Eva von Redecker has reconceptualised freedom: as the
freedom to live in a place where we can remain. The freedom to
remain evolves over time. In considering liveable freedom in the
future, she not only focuses on the preservation of our present living
conditions, she also reduces the gap between the freedom of individu-
als and that of the community. The freedom to remain can only be
achieved communally. And it expands when we share it.

"Erudite, rigorous, playful, and readable, at once of the world and
soaring above it, von Redecker is a brilliant and wondrous intellec-
tual, driven by the philosophical question of how we can make a bet-
ter future through what we do now." — Prof. Wendy Brown, Princeton
University NJ/USA

Further Titles

S. FISCHER 10



March 2023 · 256 pages

Gilda Sahebi was born in Iran and
raised in Germany, is a trained doctor
and studied political science. She works
as a freelance journalist focusing on
anti-Semitism and racism, women's
rights, the Middle East and science. She
writes for the taz and the Spiegel and
works among others for the ARD. Since
the death of Jina Mahsa Amini and the
subsequent protest movement, she has
been tirelessly reporting on events in
Iran. Through her social media chan-
nels and as an guest on various talk
shows, she explains and contextualizes.
This makes her one of the most impor-
tant voices on Iran today.
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NON-FICTION

Gilda Sahebi

»Our Sword is Love«. The
Feminist Revolt in Iran

"What is happening in Iran is feminist world history."
— Gilda Sahebi
• Jornalist of the Year 2022 in the category Politics (medium magazin)
• Named one of the 100 Women of the Year 2022 (Focus Magazine)
• RIAS-Medianprize 2017

"This is a battlefield. Our sword is love." raps Toomaj Salehi, echoing
the sound of the revolution in Iran. Since the death of Jina Mahsa
Amini, who was arrested by the morality police, protests have been
growing. And solidarity is strong - it cuts across all ages, classes and
genders. Together, people are fighting for women, life, freedom.

Journalist and author Gilda Sahebi, who is in close contact with many
people in Iran, sheds light on the different aspects of the revolt: the
role of music, the feminist perspective, the long history of violent
oppression. She shows how Iranians counter the terrible brutality of
the regime with the greatest force: Love.

"Sahebi was able to shine with her special expertise on (...) the protests
in Iran, especially in the social networks, with great background
knowledge and a differentiated view. This is political journalism for
the 21st century!" — Jury statement, medium magazin

S. FISCHER 11



February 2023 · 320 pages

April 2023 · 400 pages

NON-FICTION

Thilo Bode

The Supermarket Compass

• Committed and opinionated: Bestselling author Thilo Bode
is one of Germany's acknowledged experts on consumer
issues

• An indispensable book with a practical purpose: for all
those who want to shop in an informed way and want to
know what they are eating

• 75,000 copies sold of Abgespeist; 150,000 copies sold
of Die Essensfälscher

What the supermarket serves us up – and what has to change

We all go to the supermarket. But with price increases and the desire for
good quality produce, our weekly shopping trip resembles blind flying:
Cheap isn't necessarily bad, and expensive is not necessarily good. Incomprehensible lists of ingredients,
impenetrable promises of quality, and missing information mean that we as customers cannot exercise our
freedom to choose. In this book, Thilo Bode assists us with an enlightening tour through the supermarket.
In an accessible and comprehensive way, he puts the most important products from fresh to frozen goods -
fruit, vegetables, meat, baked goods, dairy products, and more - through a radical quality check. And he out-
lines what has to happen for supermarkets to meet the expectations of their customers for transparency and
quality.

Çiğdem Akyol

The Divided Republic. Turkey
from Atatürk to Erdoğan

On 29 October 2023, the Republic of Turkey will celebrate its centenary -
and the journalist Çiğdem Akyol uses this occasion to reflect on the his-
tory of Turkey to the present day.

When the republic was established in 1923, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk sepa-
rated religion from the state, but his reforms were carried out in an auto-
cratic manner. Since then, Turkey has been plagued by conflicts between
the left and the right, democrats and authoritarians, Kemalists and con-
servatives. Later came military putsches, years of terror, and the rise of
the Islamist Party and of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.

Çiğdem Akyol's account of the history of the Turkish republic is exciting
and full of empathy for the country where her family has its roots. Drawing on conversations and eyewit-
ness reports, she also describes the everyday life of the people and her view of her homeland.

This is a multifaceted portrait of a country situated between Asia and Europe, between democracy and
autocracy, containing many quotes from Turkish people on the situation in their country, including the
journalists Bülent Mumay and Can Dündar, the feminist Büşra Cebeci, and the former Foreign Minister
Yaşar Yakış.

S. FISCHER 12



January 2023 · 304 pages

May 2023 · 288 pages

NON-FICTION

Götz Aly

Our National Socialism. Speeches
Held in Contemporary Germany

With inimitable accuracy, the historian Götz Aly examines the not always
"exemplary" fashion in which Germans deal with their National Socialist
past: often people speak of "the perpetrators" when it comes to Nazi
crimes, of "the SS", or "the National Socialists". But hundreds of thousands
of Germans actively committed horrendous crimes against humanity, and
many millions approved of this, or at least let it happen.

In past speeches, many of which are collected in this volume, Götz Aly
repeatedly addressed the manifold ways in which guilt is placed on as few
groups and scapegoats as possible. But even if some might baulk at the
suggestion, Götz Aly shows that it remains Our National Socialism. His
dictum is: not to "overcome" the past, but to render it contemporary. This is the only way we can learn from
it.

"Götz Aly (has) shown us that no German citizen today can absolve themselves from the fact that they have
possibly profited from the Holocaust. What remains is the guilt that must be acquitted by all." — Patrick Bah-
ners at the presentation of the Geschwister Scholl Prize to Götz Aly in 2018

Monika Dommann

The Flow of Materials. A History
of Logistics Based on Where it
Breaks Down

Without logistics everyday life would be impossible, and there would be
no globalisation either. But how did it become this engine for the flow of
materials? In this pioneering study, Monika Dommann examines the flow
of goods from a surprising perspective. Looking at situations where the
flow is halted, she considers the conditions required for flow: from the
connection of grain silos to the railway in the 19th century to the transport
of art from colonial times to the present day, from standardised vessels
such as palettes and containers to the construction of ramps and high-bay
warehouses, from planning via flowcharts to the computer, she tells the
peculiar, and always political, history of logistics - which shows its true colours when the flow stops.

Questions answered include the following: What actually flows in logistics, and why? How did logistics
become an engine for the flow of materials, which is still trusted even when everything changes from how it
was previously? What knowledge do these machines contain? And in what cultural technology are they
anchored? Are logistics not also inherently political? How can goods continue to flow when people have to
stand still? And what happens in those locations where everything comes to a halt?

S. FISCHER 13





March 2023 · 352 pages

Stephan Ludwig works as a theatre
technician, musician, and radio pro-
ducer. He has three daughters, a son,
and a cat. He came to writing through a
random chain of unplanned events. He
lives and smokes in Halle.

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Stephan Ludwig

Kind and Lovely Mr Heinlein
and the Skeletons in His
Closet

• Norbert Heinlein, a delicatessen owner with heart and
soul, becomes a murderer against his will

• The new standalone by bestselling author of the Zorn
series

• A relaxing read full of whimsical humour and endearing
characters

An amiable delicatessen owner becomes a murderer against his
will – the new novel by Stephan Ludwig, the author of the cult
bestselling series Zorn

Norbert Heinlein, a third generation delicatessen owner, places great
value on quality and tradition. His customers mean everything to
him. He serves them with extreme politeness.

This also applies to his new regular customer Adam Morlok, a charis-
matic businessman. Until one day Morlok drops dead on account of a
mistake that Heinlein makes. In a panic, Heinlein stores Morlok's
body unceremoniously in the old cold store in the cellar. But instead
of finding a way out of his dilemma, Heinlein gets in deeper and
deeper. And it doesn't stop at one body in the cold store – soon Mor-
lok has company …

Further Titles

FISCHER Scherz 15



May 2023 · 432 pages

Stine Volkmann was born in Detmold
in 1991 – like the four sisters in her
book. And just like them, she spent her
childhood summers on the East Frisian
islands, which she remains close to
today from her chosen home in Bre-
men. She studied creative writing at
Hildesheim University, and works as a
journalist and scriptwriter.
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COMMERCIAL FICTION

Stine Volkmann

My Sisters' Silence

• A dramatic novel about four sisters and a big family secret
• Four sisters and the question of deceit, guilt, and atone-

ment
• Narrated authentically and psychologically subtle by a new

German voice
• The popular holiday island Langeoog viewed from a very

different angle

A dramatic novel about four sisters and a big family secret

It's been over twenty years since Steffi, Mona, Sonja, and Kaja were
last on Langeoog together. Now they are returning to the island as
adults to attend their mother's funeral. As reliably as the swishing of
the sea and the smell of salt, their memories of summers on the island
resurface: relaxed days spent on the beach, tests of courage, and first
kisses mix with their parents' violent arguments and the question of
guilt and atonement. For the sisters are united by a dark secret, which
made them fall silent, and gives none of them any peace, even to this
day …

FISCHER Krüger 16



March 2023 · 352 pages

August 2023 · 350 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Amy Achterop

The Houseboat Detectives.
Deadly Delight

The first case for the Houseboat Detective Agency. Five notori-
ously unlucky people investigate in Amsterdam.

Arie, Maddie, Jack, Jan and Elin are still looking for their place in life.
And they find it on an old houseboat, where they set up a detective
agency to deal with the cases the police don't want to deal with.

They grow tomato plants on the deck, enjoy the idyllic canals of Ams-
terdam in deck chairs, drink Irish coffee with lots of whiskey and cream
on dull days and watch old Miss Marple movies together. The amateur
detectives are therefore well prepared for their first assignment, which
takes them to the city's gastronomic scene, where a culinary competi-
tion has broken out between two star chefs. The detective agency is supposed to spy on a recipe when sud-
denly a floater is found: the famous sommelier Henk Perenboom, of all people. What is the connection
between the three gourmets, and who is deceiving whom? One thing is certain: together the detectives do
not do badly at all.

Amy Achterop

The Houseboat Detectives. A
Deadly Reason

Five amateur sleuths. A dead whistleblower. No time to lose

Even the most carefree lazing around on deck must come to an end at
some point or another. It is autumn in Amsterdam. And without oil, it
will even get somewhat uncomfortable on the most beautiful houseboat.
Business is bad. Until a seemingly boring case poses a challenge for the
amateur sleuths. The woman who engaged them is suddenly found
dead, and turns out to have been a whistleblower. The respected expert
on the deep-sea mining of raw materials was just about to drive her
firm into the ground. Was it murder?

Arie, Maddie, Jack, Jan, and Elin carry out some research: a lot of money
can be made from extracting raw materials from the ocean. At the expense of the environment! The sleuths
don't like the sound of this, and so solving this murder turns into an affair of the heart.

FISCHER Taschenbuch 17



August 2023 · 352 pages

February 2023 · 352 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Marc Jansen

Under a False Flag. The First
Case for Police Diver Svea Roth

The truth lies under water - The start of a series and first spectac-
ular case for police diver Svea Roth

The party on board building tycoon Teschner's yacht is in full swing
when four figures in wetsuits suddenly take over the boat, rob the
guests, and shoot Teschner in cold blood. In the murky sludge of the
Elbe, police diver Svea Roth of the Hamburg CID finds the murder
weapon, which is shrouded in mystery. Teschner was controversial, but
who wanted him out of the way? Or was the attack a cover up for some-
thing completely different? The closer Svea comes to solving the crime,
the more her life is endangered - above as well as under water.

The first big case for police diver Svea Roth

Arno Strobel

Killer Hunter. Through the Eyes
of the Victim

Max Bischoff, a gifted case analyst, investigates his 3rd case – The
new thriller by No. 1 bestselling author Arno Strobel

Case analyst Max Bischoff didn't count on this. None other than the head
of the CID Section 11 in Düusseldorf, Chief Superintendent Eslem Keskin,
who up until now has pulled him to pieces, is asking for his help.

She wants him to unofficially investigate a cold missing person's case in
the small wine town of Klotten on the river Mosel. In her private life,
Keskin has come across new evidence relating to the over twenty-year-
old case, and she hopes that Max will draw the right conclusions. But
hardly has he arrived than a murder takes place. Max is soon onto some-
thing, but he ignores all warnings. A decision that could cost him his life …
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May 2023 · 464 pages

March 2023 · 368 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Klaus-Peter Wolf

A Murderous Couple. The
Promise

There are more than 467 East Frisian crime novels and 68 detec-
tives - but this is the new Number One!

A new series from Number 1 bestselling author Klaus-Peter Wolf

He is a man with principles. And he doesn't shun murder. She is a woman
with a past. And with a quick wit. Together they play more than golf!

A thirteen-year-old schoolboy dies from a heroin overdose. The man
responsible was just acquitted. Due to lack of evidence. Because many of
the witnesses could no longer recall what they saw. And because the
police made mistakes. So the man who is also called the Dutchman,
walked free from court. I can't let that happen, Dr. Bernhard Sommerfeldt thinks to himself. I will have to
pay him a visit. And his future wife suspects that their tranquil life in East Frisia won't come about anytime
soon.

The new, suspenseful dream team - They are a murdering couple and have made each other a big promise!

Perfect holiday reading!

Eva Ehley

Death Stare. A Sylt Crime Novel

The dead women of Sylt: the tenth case for the likeable detective
trio from the Sylt queen of crime fiction, Eva Ehley

The beach chairs have been cleared away, fog engulfs the island. Then a
murder horrifies the Westerland community: a woman was killed and
tied naked to a tree in the forest. And while DIs Silja Blanck and Bastian
Kreuzer search desperately for a motive and the perpetrator, further
murders occur. Then someone who is not unknown to the detectives
enters the field of suspects... Can suspended Sven Winterberg help his
colleagues solve the mystery?
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March 2023 · 384 pages

April 2023 · 384 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Nikos Milonás

Cretan Night. A New Case for
Michalis Charisteas

The fifth case for DI Michalis Charisteas

It is July on Crete, and the period of long, warm nights is underway. Early
in the morning, Michalis Charisteas is summoned to a crime scene in the
extreme northwest of the island, at the Balos Lagoon. This divinely beau-
tiful lagoon lies on the tip of the uninhabited peninsula of Gramvousa.
On account of its flat, turquoise water and long, fine sandy beach, it is
very popular with tourists.

At this idyllic location, a motor yacht hurtled against the rocks overnight.
Three people were killed. The head of the Kissamos police suspects a
tragic accident, presumably under the influence of alcohol. But the son of
the owner of the boat, whose fiancé was also killed, believes it was a premeditated murder attempt.

During their investigations, Michalis and his colleague Koronaios stumble upon a web of revenge and help-
less despair, and for the first time, Michalis is forced to use his service weapon.

Pierre Lagrange

Remorseless Provence

A merciless act shocks Provence – volume 8 of the Provence crime
series by bestselling author Pierre Lagrange

Countless cyclists swish through Provence in the summer – and a sniper
is taking them off the streets one after the other. Detectives Castel and
Theroux are shocked, and have no clue who the perpetrator might be.
Albin Leclerc, a retired superintendent, hears of the incidents while hon-
eymooning on Martinique. As soon as he returns, he throws himself into
the investigation. He fears that the sniper has just been warming up for
the Tour de France, which will shortly pass through Carpentras. A race
for life and death gets underway, and it turns out that the background is
more sinister than they thought ...
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May 2023 · 304 pages

May 2023 · 400 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Isabell Sommer

Sit, Down, Kiss

When fate gives you a nudge – volume 1 of the Dog Happiness
series by Isabell Sommer

They couldn't be more different: Mila has a wedding gown boutique
and sells dreams made of tulle. Robin is a divorce lawyer, who bursts
those dreams. After a bitter disappointment, Mila is afraid of love, while
Robin goes from date to date, to avoid being single. Whenever they
bring their dogs Balou and Alice to Paws Dog-Care Centre, Mila und
Robin bump into each other, and gradually realise: they can't stand each
other. Right?

Ulla Mothes

Morning Air

An entertaining novel about community, secrets, and lifelong
dreams

A small community facing big changes: a housing project is to be carried
out on the municipal ground "Am Flusseck". This poses the threat of dis-
placement for the allotment holders there. Established and new tenants,
couples, singles, and families have to stick together – then suddenly a
stranger turns up and moves into an empty garden hut: an architect called
Lu with a lot of insider knowledge. But will this woman really save the
community, or does she have plans of her own?

The threatened loss of their allotments compels the neighbours to face
their innermost conflicts. For they all harbour little secrets and longings,
which they don't want to admit to.

He who sows the wind will reap a storm – a novel about solidarity
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March 2023 · 496 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Sophie Oliver

The House on Lake Walchen. A
Fresh Start in a Dream Location

Longing for lakes: an idyllic spot on the water and a happy family

It has been years since Freya Siebert last visited Lake Walchen. She is
surprised at how the sight of the turquoise water and the mountains
makes her heart beat faster with joy. For her memory of the picturesque
alpine foothills in Upper Bavaria is also a painful one. The family's old
inn with its own fishery was her father's pride and joy. But now she is at
his graveside along with her brother Niklas. If their traditional house on
the lake is to have a future, they must let go of the past.

Will Freya really make her home here again?

Sparkling waves and a longing for happiness: volume 1 of the Lake Walchenseries by Sophie Oliver

Patricia Koelle

Happiness in the Forest. A Forest
of Longing Novel

Sometimes the path to happiness leads through a secret forest -
the second volume of The Forest of Longing series by bestselling
author Patricia Koelle

Together with her partner Metteo, Franzi has realised her dream of
owning a cafe on the Baltic coast. When she gets pregnant, she would
finally like to face her past, and learn more about her dead father. Along
with her sister Luna, she embarks on a search that finally leads into the
ghost forest of Nienhagen. Can both sisters discover what their father
really bequeathed them, and thus find happiness?

This book is a stand-alone novel, which can be read independently of
others in the series.
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May 2023 · 416 pages

September 2023 · 464 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Katharina Oswald

The Women of Lindenhof Farm.
Together We Can Dream

Dreams come true when we stick together: The captivating second
volume of The Lindenhof Saga

1980: Corinna Wagner is just about to embark on her long-desired liter-
ary scholarship when she receives horrendous news: there has been an
accident at Lindenhof, and she must immediately succeed her parents
and take over the running of the farm. Her former friend Petra could be
of some assistance to her now, but their estrangement cannot be over-
come that easily. And then there's Marc the journalist: Is he really inter-
ested in Corinna, or does he want to drag Lindenhof deeper still into
the abyss?

Three women struggle for autonomy and love: The Lindenhof Saga.

Katharina Oswald

The Women of Lindenhof Farm.
Facing the Future Together

Vol 1: A New Beginning for Us
Vol 2: Together We Can Dream
Vol 3: Facing the Future Together
• Can the Wagner family overcome their differences and

pull together?

Now in a new era: the moving third volume of The Lindenhof Saga

Hohenlohe, 1999: Franziska Wagner would like nothing more than to
realise her talent for woodworking and to help shape the future of Lin-
denhof farm. But her grandmother, Marianne, will not let her. Her prej-
udices against Franziska's origin are too deep-rooted. Marianne would much rather leave the farm to her
niece Helena, who is up to no good behind her back. Franziska leaves and goes to the Erzgebirge region -
looking for her other family and the famous Seiffen woodworks. There she gets to know Christian. Will
their love finally sever Franziska from Lindenhof, or will she once again make her peace with the Wagners?
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April 2023 · 512 pages

April 2023 · 368 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Lia Scott

Storm Years. A Sense of Eternity

Rolling hills, raw cliffs, and a great love story in dramatic times -
volume 1 of Lia Scott's Storm Years series

Scotland, 1917: Green meadows, grey stone houses, and strong winds -
this is the homeland of Bonnie and her large family in tranquil Foxgirth,
where Bonnie works as a nurse. But since World War I has raged, she
has been tending to wounded soldiers in a far-off hospital. One day, her
brother Archie turns up in her ward wounded, together with his friend
Connor, who is lit up by Bonnie's laughter in this dark time. Soon Bon-
nie and the men travel back home, hoping for a better future. But as the
shadows of the past catch up with Connor, Bonnie has to make a brave
decision.

The captivating first volume of The Storm Years series set in Scotland – a moving story about home, family,
and the courage to fight for love.

Ina Johansen

Five Days on the Coast

Five Days To Go Until Happiness

A job photographing a seaside wedding – what could be better? Wed-
ding photographer Hanne immediately books a couple of extra days in
the Kluntjes boarding house on the island of Vesbö. A perfect opportu-
nity to escape her chaotic life in Hamburg, and to take in some sea air.
But at the last minute the job falls through: the wedding is going ahead,
but without her and her camera. Hanne decides to travel to the North
Sea island anyway, and on the way there she meets the handsome, but
extremely dismissive, brother of the bride.

Her landlord, Inga, has never left Vesbö. As a pilot, she usually shows
tourists the island from above. But she has to run her father's boarding
house for a short time, and is responsible for the catering at the upcoming wedding. Then something goes
horribly wrong, and, fortunately, Hanne has an idea ...
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February 2023 · 608 pages

COMMERCIAL FICTION

Brandon Q. Morris

Tachyon 1. The Weapon

A fascinating space epic from a successful author of hard sci-fi: A
cosmic threat from the edge of the universe

Earth’s moon, large archive: The chronicler Tsai Yini is responsible for
overseeing Tachyon communications, by means of which journeys
beyond the speed of light are possible. When the research data of an
astrobiologist are leaked to her, she can hardly believe what she is read-
ing. The report states that intelligent forms of life exist on a tropical
planet in the Gliese system. Its culture is still primitive, but it apparently
circles around an artefact of unexplained origin, which appears to influ-
ence body chemistry. Indeed, the astrobiologist himself seems to have
been transformed in a sinister way - and he is on his way to earth!

Yini is convinced that he poses a grave threat, and decides to stop him. To do so, she has to make decisions
on which not only her own life but that of the continued existence of the entire universe might depend.

Andreas Brandhorst

A World without Oxygen. Climate
Thriller

Thrilling, informative, and absolutely terrifying. The Thriller on
the climate crisis by bestselling author Andreas Brandhorst

Everything could have turned out so well. Through the promotion of
regenerative energy sources and the deployment of new technologies, a
solution to the climate crisis is already on the horizon.

But then marine biologist Laura Lombardi makes an uncomfortable dis-
covery: the plankton in the world oceans, which is responsible for a large
proportion of global oxygen production, is losing the ability to photosyn-
thesise. What initially appears to be a measuring error, then a regional
anomaly, eventually turns into the biggest catastrophe in the history of
humanity: the world seems to be running out of air, and the search for an antidote is more difficult than it
initially seemed.

For readers of Andreas Eschbach and Wolf Harlander
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